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Abstract 
A significant gap in the tourism and travel literature exists in the area of tourism destination branding. Although brands 
have been used as sources of differentiation in consumer goods markets for over a century, academic research attention 
towards destination branding has only been reported since the late 1990s. Three important components of the brand 
construct are brand identity, brand position and brand image. While interest in applications of brand theory to practise 
in tourism is increasing, there is a paucity of published research in the literature to guide destination marketing 
organisations (DMOs). In particular there have been few reported analyses of destination brand positioning slogans. 
The focus of this paper is on destination brand position slogans, which represent the interface between brand identity 
and brand image. Part of a wider investigation of DMO slogans worldwide, and in keeping with the conference 
location, the paper focuses on analysis of slogans used by New Zealand RTOs. The slogans are examined in terms of 
the extent to which they have been limited to ephemeral indifference. In other words, have they stood the test of time 
and do they effectively differentiate through a meaningful proposition? Analysis of the slogans indicates very few could 
be characterised as memorably distinctive. This reflects the complexity involved in capturing the essence of a multi-
attributed destination in a succinct and focused positioning slogan, in a way that is both meaningful to the target 
audience and effectively differentiates the destination from competitors offering the same benefits. 
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Introduction 
The topic of product branding first appeared in the marketing literature fifty years ago (see for example 
Gardner & Levy, 1955). However, most of the literature on brand theory and practise has only been 
published since 1991 (see Aaker 1991, 1996, McEnally & de Chernatony 1999, Urde 1999, Aaker & 
Joachimstaler 2000, Keller 1993, 2000, 2003, Morgan 2003). While works such as these provide a valuable 
resource for consumer goods marketers, destination branding research has only appeared relatively recently. 
The paucity of research is a significant gap in the tourism literature, particularly given assertions that the 
future of marketing will be a “battle of brands, a competition for brand dominance” (see Aaker 1991 p. ix, de 
Chernatony 1993, p. 173), and that within the travel industry destinations are emerging as the biggest brands 
(Morgan, Pritchard & Pride, 2002). Destinations are becoming increasingly substitutable, and therefore 
commodities rather than brands. Within the crowded and competitive tourism marketplace, effective 
destination brand positioning offers destinations a potential source of competitive advantage. 
 
Brand slogans represent the public articulation of a destination’s positioning strategy, and can be an effective 
means of gaining ‘cut through’ in markets crowded with the noise of competing and substitute products. The 
brand construct has been conceptualised as consisting of the brand identity, which is the self-image desired 
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in the market, and the brand image, which is the actual image held in the minds of consumers (Aaker, 1996). 
Since destination brand image may or may not bear any resemblance to that intended in the brand idenity, 
positioning represents the interface between these demand and supply side perspectives. This is illustrated in 
Figure 1. To be effective, positioning theory (see for example Ries, 1996) suggests that to reach the minds of 
busy consumers requires a succinct message focussing on reinforcing one or a few brand associations. 
However, brand positioning by DMOs is a complex process, due to the multidimensional nature of 
destinations, the heterogeneity of stakeholder market interests, the politics of decision making, and a lack of 
control over the actual delivery of the brand promise by the destination community. A decade ago, it was 
suggested that destination slogans fail to achieve anything other than ephemeral indifference (see Gold & 
Ward, 1994). In other words, slogans are likely to fail to differentiate the destination over time. Part of a 
wider investigation of destination slogans world-wide, and with the conference location in mind, the paper 
examines the extent to which positioning slogans used by New Zealand regional tourism organisations 
(RTOs) are memorably distinctive. The difficulty faced by DMOs in attempting to promote difference and 
avoiding hyperbole was recognised by Dann (2000b, p. 65):  
 
Undoubtedly the greatest problem of all though, is the perennial and unresolved question of 
constructing a message that is both credible and responsible. If difference is to be projected in 
order both to satisfy growing demand for novelty and to eliminate old and emerging rivals, is 
there not a tremendous danger of cherry-picking reality to the point where it becomes unreal, of 
degenerating into hyperbole and of irresponsibility portraying a destination and its people 
without taking their self-image or the true motives of tourists into full consideration? 
 
While it might be assumed the development of a destination positioning theme would involve some market 
research to identify market needs and perceptions, there have been many cases where this has not occurred 
for various reasons. For example, in New Zealand, Rotorua introduced the slogan ‘Full of surprises’ based on 
a creative flash of inspiration from an advertising agency. In other cases a public competition has been used 
to select a slogan, such as in Tauranga in 2001. For example, Lawton and Page (1997) found the slogan 
‘Auckland- city of sails’ not only was incongruent with the imagery used in the brochures of Auckland 
tourism operators, of which relatively few featured ocean-based products, but was also not compelling for 
visitors. The slogan was originally developed by KPMG for the Sheraton Hotel & Towers in 1983. In 1985 
the slogan was gifted to the Auckland city council, and later adopted by Tourism Auckland. Regardless of 
how a slogan has been developed, what is required is a set of globally accepted slogan criteria by which a 
DMO’s marketing manager, political appointees and advertising agency could be held accountable by 
stakeholders. To this end it has been suggested that the following six questions should be answered: 
 
1. What is the slogan’s value proposition? 
2. Who will find the proposition meaningful? 
3. How does the slogan differentiate the destination from those in the competitive set? 
4. How is the message likely to be memorable? 
5. How has the proposition been designed for the long term? 
6. Is the proposition promise deliverable by the destination community? 
 
 
Figure 1 – Brand Identity, Brand Positioning and Brand Image 
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Literature Review 
The place name is in effect the destination brand, and yet in most cases will not provide an explicit 
association with the desired position in a product category. For new product branding the use of phonetic 
principles can be used to design a name that will reinforce the brand position in memory (see Robertson, 
1989). However, only on rare occasions has a place name has been changed to increase appeal to travellers, 
such as in the case of Elston, which was changed to Surfers Paradise in the 1930s. Similarily, Hog Island in 
the Caribbean was renamed Paradise Island to appeal to the USA market (Ries & Trout, 1982). While it 
would be politically difficult, and many would argue inappropriate, for a DMO to influence any official 
change of destination name for tourism marketing purposes, an association to a tourism product category can 
sometimes be added in promotions. For example, Taupo in New Zealand has long been labelled Lake Taupo 
by the regional tourism organisation, and in Queensland macro regions have been labelled with distinctive 
tourism names such as Coral Coast and Sunshine Coast. For most destinations, a slogan is necessary to 
explicitly enunciate the tourism benefit(s) promised.  
 
While there have been a number of positioning typologies published in the marketing literature, there has 
been little empirical testing (Blankson & Kalafatis, 2004). Also, there are few guidelines in the marketing 
literature for empirically testing brand positioning slogans (Supphellen & Nygaardsvik, 2002). One helpful 
study in the tourism literature concerning differentiation through slogans was reported by Richardson & 
Cohen (1993). They developed a hierarchical taxonomy of destination slogans featuring four criteria, based 
on Reeves’ (1961) concept of a unique selling point (USP). First, the foundation of the hierarchy is that the 
slogan must be propositional. Second, such propositions should be limited to one or only a few. Third, the 
proposition(s) should sell benefits of interest to the market. Fourth, the benefit(s) must be unique. Richardson 
and Cohen categorised the slogans of 46 USA state tourism organisations. Commencing at level zero of the 
hierarchy, two of the state slogans examined, Yes! Michigan! and Utah!, were deemed not to be 
propositional. Ascending to level one of the hierarchy the slogans of six STOs featured propositions, but 
which were no more than a plea to ‘buy our product’. Examples at this level included ‘Discover Idaho’ and 
‘Explore Minnesota’. At level two, the proposition is equivalent to stating ‘our product is good’. Of the 14 
slogans at this level, examples included ‘Discover the spirit! North Dakota’, ‘The spirit of Massachusetts’, 
and ‘Vermont makes it special’. Level 3a featured nine slogans where the proposition promoted an attribute 
that represented a potential benefit but that almost every other state could claim. These included ‘Arkansas – 
the natural state’, ‘Maine – the way life should be’, and ‘Oregon – things look different here’. At level 3b the 
propositional benefit attribute used in the slogans of six states could be claimed by many states. These 
included ‘Ohio the heart of it all!’, ‘Oklahoma – native America’ and ‘Texas, like a whole other country’. At 
level 4a, the proposition features a unique attribute, but one that does not represent a benefit. The three states 
at this level were ‘Delaware – the first state’, ‘Pennsylvania – America starts here’ and ‘Rhode Island – 
America’s first resort’. At level 4b, the pinnacle of the hierarchy, the slogans of only five states were 
considered to feature a USP:  
 
 Arizona – the Grand Canyon state 
Brand image 
 
Consumer 
perceptions 
Brand identity 
 
Mission/Vision 
Values 
Desired brand image 
Brand 
positioning 
 
Brand name 
Brand symbols 
Brand slogan 
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 Florida - coast to coast 
 Louisiana – we’re really cookin! 
 South Dakota – great faces, great places 
 Tennessee – we’re playing your song 
 
In relation to Ward and Gold’s (1994) ‘ephemeral indifference’ assertion, Richardson & Cohen’s (1993) 
hierarchy does not include a measure of effectiveness over time. This is an important for at least three 
reasons. First, in many cases the development of a destination brand positioning strategy is likely to involve 
a significant investment of time and financial resources. Second, the brand should be capable of sub-suming 
the development of new attractions. For example, Snow World at Surfers Paradise may seem incongruent 
with the image of a sub-tropical beach resort, but is nevertheless in keeping with the brand positioning 
slogan ‘Gold Coast – the coast with the most’. Third, it has been shown that destination image change occurs 
only slowly in the marketplace (see Gartner & Hunt, 1987), demanding a consistent message delivery over 
time. A useful example of all three points is ‘I ♥ New York’, which was introduced three decades ago. While 
there have been few examinations of the history of destination slogans, it is clear that they do change over 
time. For example, Table 1 lists the different themes used by Rotorua since the 1850s settlement by 
Europeans. 
 
Table 1 – Rotorua’s History of Destination Slogans 
1850s The thermal wonderland 
1870s The hot springs district 
1900s Sanatorium of the world 
1920s Thermal wonderland 
1930s Cureland 
1950s Wonderland of New Zealand 
Rotorua has everything 
1960s New Zealand’s Thermal Wonderland 
The playground of New Zealand 
New Zealand’s lovely Lakeland 
South Pacific all year holiday centre 
Thermal wonderland 
Fascinating Rotorua 
Rotorua for the holiday of your life  
The curative spa of the South Pacific 
The fascinating Rotorua radius 
The tourist diamond 
1970s Rotorua for the holiday of your life 
The hottest centre in New Zealand 
1980s Sparkling Rotorua 
Rotorua…full of surprises 
1990s Rotorua…full of surprises 
Feel the spirit Manaakitanga 
2000s Feel the spirit Manaakitanga 
 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the extent to which slogans used by New Zealand RTOs are 
ephemerally indifferent. To examine the consistency of slogan use over time, slogans are compared over a 
five year time period, while Richardson and Cohen’s (1993) hierarchy was used to identify the level of 
differentiation. 
Methodology 
A mix of slogans at national, regional and local levels, from different parts of the world, was obtained by 
examining slogans used during 2003 by all NTOs, USA and Australian STOs, and RTOs in England, 
Australia and New Zealand. The approach used was to record the slogan shown on the home page of each 
DMO’s consumer web site. The rationale for this process was that since integrated marketing 
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communications dictates a consistency of message across different media (Clow & Baack, 2004) the slogan 
used on a destination’s consumer home page would represent the desired destination brand position. For the 
New Zealand analysis, the websites of the 26 RTOs officially recognised by the Tourism Industry 
Association of New Zealand (www.tianz.org.nz) were accessed. In a minority of cases where no slogan was 
explict, an email was sent to the RTO. In one of these cases the RTO advised: “No by-line, no need…we 
seem to be getting on along without one at present” (Personal communication, 20/10/03). 
Findings 
Short-lived 
In Table 2 the RTO slogans used in 2003 are compared to those recorded in 1998. It should be noted that 
some RTOs did not participate in the 1998 study. Of the 15 slogans listed in 1998, nine of the RTOs had 
retained the same message over the five-year period.  
 
Table 2 – RTO Slogans in 1998 and 2003 
RTO 2003 Slogan 1998 Slogan 
Destination Northland Northland – naturally. First region of New 
Zealand 
Northland - birthplace of a nation 
Tourism Auckland  * Auckland - city of sails Auckland - city of sails 
Tourism Coromandel   No slogan No slogan 
Tourism Waikato Waikato - where the grass is greener No slogan  
Tourism Rotorua  * Rotorua - feel the spirit Manaakitanga  Rotorua - feel the spirit 
Manaakitanga 
Tourism Bay of Plenty Bay of Plenty. Ocean – spirit - earth Bay of Plenty - the coast with the 
most 
Tourism Eastland  * Eastland - first to see the light Eastland - first to see the light 
Destination Lake Taupo  * Lake Taupo - think fresh Lake Taupo - think fresh 
Hawkes Bay Tourism  Hawkes Bay - wine country Not included – did not participate 
Destination Ruapehu  * Ruapehu - where adventure begins Ruapehu - where adventure begins 
Tourism Wairarapa  * Wairarapa - capital country escape Waiararapa - capital country escape 
River Region River Region – New Zealand’s River 
Region 
Not included 
Taranaki Tourism Taranaki - real people, special place Taranaki - turn west 
Positively Wellington 
Tourism 
Wellington - positively irresistible Not included – did not participate 
Destination Marlborough You’re going to love Marlborough Not included – did not participate 
Latitude Nelson  * Nelson - live the day Nelson - live the day 
Hurunui Tourism  Hurunui - Alpine Pacific Triangle Not included 
Christchurch and 
Canterbury Marketing 
Christchurch and Canterbury - fresh each 
day! 
Not included – did not participate 
Tourism West Coast  * New Zealand West Coast - with the world’s 
other special places 
West Coast - with the world’s other 
special places 
Tourism Dunedin I am…Dunedin Not included – did not participate 
Central South Island 
Tourism  
No slogan Not included 
Destination Queenstown Queenstown. Any season…every reason Queenstown - simply remarkable 
Destination Fiordland No slogan Fiordland - the sightseeing and 
walking capital of the world 
MacKenzie Tourism  * MacKenzie Country - New Zealand’s 
treasured highland 
MacKenzie Country - New 
Zealand’s treasured highland 
Lake Wanaka Tourism  Lake Wanaka – life the way it should be Wanaka - where the good life is 
Tourism Southland Soul time in Southland Southland - the spirit of a nation 
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Differentiation 
It has been suggested that imitation in destination promotion is rife (see Gold & Ward 1994). Until Tourism 
Bay of Plenty changed its slogan in 2003, the destination shared the same theme as Australia’s Gold Coast. 
Both destinations were touted as ‘the coast with the most’. Slater (2002) reported that as Louisiana unveiled 
the new slogan ‘Come as you are – leave different’, Florida’s Key West filed a lawsuit over the similarity 
with their theme ‘Come as you are’. Over half of the 23 RTO slogans being used in 2003, from Northland 
(first), Auckland (sails), Waikato (greenery), Eastland (sunrise), Ruapehu (adventure), Hawkes Bay (wine), 
River Region (river), Waiarapa (escape), Wellington (irresistible), Marlborough (love), Hurunui 
(alpine/Pacific), Dunedin (I am), MacKenzie Country (highland) and Queenstown (everything), could be 
considered uniquely different, within the context of a competitive set of destinations in the New Zealand 
domestic market. The remainder represent examples of coincidental creativity, sharing a theme with at least 
one other destination, as shown in Table 3.  
 
Table 3 – Coincidental Creativity 
Lake Taupo – think fresh 
Christchurch and Canterbury – fresh each day 
Rotorua – feel the spirit Manaakitanga 
Bay of Plenty. Ocean – spirit – earth 
Nelson – live the day 
Lake Wanaka – life the way it should be 
Taranaki. Real people – special place  
West Coast – with the world’s other special places 
 
In Table 3, Richardson and Cohen’s (1993) hierarchy is used to categorise the 223 RTO slogans used in 
2003. 
Table 3 -  New Zealand RTO slogans by USP category 
Level 0 – No proposition 
I am…Dunedin 
Level 1 – Proposition equivalent to ‘buy our product’ 
 
Level 2 – Proposition equivalent to ‘our product is good’ 
Wellington – positively irresistible 
You’re going to love Marlborough 
New Zealand’s West Coast – with the world’s other special places 
Waikato – where the grass is greener 
Bay of Plenty – Ocean. Spirit. Earth 
Lake Wanaka – life the way it should be 
Level 3a – Proposition offers an attribute that any region could claim 
Soul time in Southland  
Nelson – live the day 
Lake Taupo – think fresh  
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Christchurch and Canterbury – fresh each day 
Level 3b – Proposition offers a benefit that many regions could claim 
Auckland – city of sails 
Ruapehu – where adventure begins 
Rotorua – feel the spirit Manaakitanga  
Waiarapa – capital country escape 
Queenstown. Any season – any reason 
MacKenzie Country – New Zealand’s treasured highland 
Hawkes Bay – wine country 
Waikato – where the grass is greener 
Taranaki – real people – special place 
Level 4a – Proposition offers a unique attribute that does not represent a benefit 
Northland. Naturally – first region of New Zealand 
Eastland – first to see the light 
Hurunui – Alpine Pacific triangle 
Level 4b – Proposition represents a USP 
River Region – New Zealand’s river region 
 
Conclusions  
There is a paucity of destination branding in the tourism literature, with which to guide DMOs. The purpose 
of this paper has been to analyse the content of slogans used by New Zealand RTOs to determine the extent 
to which they have been memorably distinctive. The paper provides a retrospective analysis of whether the 
slogans have been short lived, comparing those used in 1998 and 2003. The relatively short term use of a 
number of the slogans may indicate that many have not been regarded as effective. Alternatively it could be 
that that there is not a long term commitment to brand development, due to reasons such as the politics of 
decision making, a lack of confidence in the effectiveness of slogans, or new marketing managers seeking to 
stamp their flair on strategies. Nevertheless, given the financial costs and political challenges involved in 
brand development, the general lack of a long term commitment is surprising. However, it is also not known 
how many of the slogans are actually based on brand development architecture, since destination branding is 
such a new field of research.  
 
the need for more research into the reasons behind such changes.  Is the reason for slogan change due to 
industry and government politics such as the development of new major attractions, changes in DMO 
management such as a new marketing manager, a change of advertising agencies, a lack of commitment to 
branding, or perhaps recognition that the slogans were ephemerally indifferent? Ultimately, slogans will 
always be imitable, unless they incorporate the design and copywriting of a new word, such as the case of 
Zespri kiwifruit, or a symbol such as New York’s ♥. However, the core element of the destination brand, the 
place name, is arguably not immitable, and may represent an opportunity for ephemeral difference not 
previously considered.  
 
Differentiation was analysed using Richardson and Cohen’s (1993) hierarchy. It is suggested that none of the 
slogans are representative of a unique selling proposition. However, while differentiation is important, there 
may be limits to the extent DMOs should go. Dann (2000b) pointed to the relevance of the dichotomous 
nature of contemporary tourism, comprising mass tourists and post-modern travellers, to destination brand 
messages. For example, when a destination targets a mass market, too much emphasis on difference may 
deter potential travellers, while too little differentiation may equate to the surrender of identity to 
intermediaries. Alternatively if a destination targets the unique needs of post-modern travellers seeking 
alternative tourism, with a differentiated offering, only a relatively small number of visitors will result, who 
by virtue of their desire for new experiences will be less likely to repeat visitation.  
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Future research in this field will see an emphasis on destination brand effectiveness. More research is 
required to gain an understanding of issues such as the politics of brand development decision making, the 
extent to which slogans are based on a brand development strategy. This is a complex task that requires 
analysis at three levels. First, investigations of brand image require more than a survey of perceptions toward 
the destination. What is also required is an understanding of the perceptions held for the competitive set of 
destinations, since brand positioning analysis requires a frame of reference with the competition. Second, 
such investigations will be required in different markets, as it is unlikely that one brand positioning strategy 
will suit universal needs. Third, the view stakeholders must be canvassed. These include the host community, 
travel intermediaries, and local tourism operations, which are in effect the sub-brands of the destination 
umbrella brand. Clearly, such a research undertaking will be beyond the resources available to smaller 
DMOs such as RTOs. With increasing investments being made in developing destination brand slogans at 
country, state and local levels, more published research will be of value in guiding these organisations. There 
has been a lack of examinations of the i) relevance, ii) history, iii) long term management, and iv) the 
effectiveness, of destination brand positioning slogans. 
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